
OVERVIEW
Business Continuity Plans (known in Public Sector markets as Continuity of Operations Plans) are designed to protect your business by 
driving decisions and business workflows in the event of emergencies such as natural disasters, utility outages, cyber-attacks, or health 
crises. Toward that end, industry and government regulations including ISO 22301 and NIST 800-34 were created to ensure  
organizations can smoothly run their businesses when faced with these challenges. Because of their complexity however, BCP  
strategies often become “boil the ocean” initiatives, resulting in organizations failing to develop mature and functional BCPs.

A Business Continuity Plan (BCP) affects every part of your organization, making it potentially one  
of the most complex projects you’ll undertake. GreenPages’ Rapid Business Continuity Maturity  
Assessment helps you get started quickly and effectively. 
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RAPID BUSINESS CONTINUITY MATURITY ASSESSMENT
Take the first step toward revitalizing your Business Continuity Management Strategy.

GreenPages Business Advisory Services 

RAPID BUSINESS CONTINUITY MATURITY ASSESSMENT

To help clients revitalize and streamline the process, GreenPages has developed a Rapid Business Continuity Maturity 
Assessment that evaluates the current state of your BCP and identifies the appropriate actions necessary to produce  
a reliable BCP that is properly aligned with the business. Our assessment methodology scores your organization  
across the seven critical functional areas that are essential to all BCPs:

  BCP Scope, Objectives, and Stakeholder Identification

  Business Impact Analysis and Acceptable RTOs and RPOs

  Incident Response and Recovery Workflows

  Business Continuity Management System (BCMS) Policy and Governance

  Crisis Management

  BCP Testing

  BCP Documentation and Change Management

Conducted remotely by GreenPages’ senior advisory staff, our Rapid Business Continuity Maturity Assessment 
will help you generate real change and sustainable impact to your Business Continuity posture by:

  Highlighting the capabilities of your plan compared to best practices

  Identifying the strengths that you have cultivated and need to continue to develop

  Highlighting key areas of weakness and gaps that need immediate attention and resolution

  Identifying infrastructure issues that need to be examined and considered as part of a broad solution

  Creating the foundation for a more enduring and impactful continuity plan
 

It’s Easy to get Started! Contact your GreenPages Account Manager or  
sales@greenpages.com to set up your Rapid Business Continuity Maturity Assessment. 
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  GreenPages is SOC 2 accredited to 
   provide clients with the strictest security  
  and confidentiality, operational rigor,   
  and systems excellence.

About GreenPages 
GreenPages is a leading systems integrator and cloud services 
company that helps clients move toward software-defined, 
hyper-converged, and hybrid cloud infrastructure models to 
drive IT transformation, ITaaS, and business innovation.

THE PROCESS
DISCOVER 

 Complete the Maturity Assessment  
 Client Response Form

 Collect existing client BCP documentation

 Call with a GreenPages BCP Advisor 

ASSESS

   Review findings from the Maturity  
 Assessment  

   Review existing client BCP documentation

   Review the results from the Advisor Call  

ADVISE

   Publish deliverables including  
 recommendations for improvement  

DELIVERABLES

   Executive Summary – Includes Observations  
 and Gap Analysis 

   Maturity Assessment Scorecard and  
 Dashboard Report 

   Recommendations to Improve your  
 BCP Posture 

GreenPages’ Rapid Business Continuity 
Planning Maturity Assessment is the  
first offering in GreenPages’ Portfolio  
of Business Continuity Management  
Services:

 Rapid Business Continuity Planning  
 Maturity Assessment

 Business Continuity Planning Quick  
 Launch Workshop

 Business Continuity Planning Co-Pilot 

 Business Continuity Planning Ongoing  
 Preparedness    

Why GreenPages for Your BCP Strategy?

GreenPages has many years of experience working 
with organizations to modernize their technology  
infrastructure, create policies and procedures, 
deploy cloud services, and implement work-from-
anywhere strategies to facilitate and drive critical 
function continuity during difficult and trying  
emergency situations.

It’s Easy to get Started! Contact your GreenPages Account Manager or  
sales@greenpages.com to set up your Rapid Business Continuity Maturity Assessment. 


